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if you are a beginner,
only run combofix if you
are asked to do so by a

technician. beginners are
not supposed to operate

software that the
professional's are, lest
the novice learn the

wrong way and
mistakenly damage their

computer. and if the
technician working on
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your computer requests
you to run combofix, and
you are able to download
the program, then do not

hesitate to get it.
combofix is a great tool
for removing all kinds of
malware. you can use

combofix for a variety of
reasons. your computer

may be infected with
software that you want to

remove for various
reasons. perhaps you
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have been an unknowing
victim of phishing scam.
in order to prevent this
from happening again,

you should use a tool like
combofix, and disable

your web browsers auto-
fill option. or perhaps you

are running a pc
dedicated to gambling

and need to remove any
related software. maybe

you are attempting to
clean up a file, and are
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having trouble doing so
due to the association
that is set. or perhaps

you are simply frustrated
with the task, and want
to simplify the process.

you can use combofix for
a variety of reasons. your

computer may be
infected with software

that you want to remove
for various reasons.

perhaps you have been
an unknowing victim of
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phishing scam. in order
to prevent this from

happening again, you
should use a tool like
combofix, and disable

your web browsers auto-
fill option. or perhaps you

are running a pc
dedicated to gambling

and need to remove any
related software. maybe

you are attempting to
clean up a file, and are
having trouble doing so
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due to the association
that is set. or perhaps
you are frustrated with
the task, and want to
simplify the process.
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